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WHAT IS A HACKATHON? 



A “hackathon” is an innovation event, 
where entrepreneurial people and resources 

come together to create solutions for 
a real-life challenge.



Outcome of a hackathon can be a new …
 
• service
• product
• concept
• way of doing things
• startup
• initiative 
• joint-project with university

… to be implemented after the hackathon by the team.



EU for Innovation project will organise three hackathons and a bootcamp to bring together Albanian 
universities in solving real-life challenges from industry and society.

HACKATHONS

Team-building

Understanding the challenge and 
opportunities, coming up with an 

idea for potential solution

Jury reviews solutions, some 
participants may receive additional 
support in implementing their ideas

TIME AFTER  
HACKATHONS

Testing the ideas in practice with real-
users / customers

Experiments and validation

“We give you the tools, you find the 
answers.”

BOOTCAMP 
spring 2020

Business model design

Access to new resources, connections

Building new business

HACKATHON PROCESS



HACKATHON 1: HOW TO MAKE TIRANA THE 
EUROPEAN HOTSPOT FOR DIGITAL NOMADS? 

5-7 February 2020
Challenge-owner: Municipality of Tirana



How to make Tirana the European “hotspot” for 
digital nomads?  5-7 February 2020
Tirana and its business need entrepreneurial talent to grow. The city 
has potential to become the location, where international knowledge 
workers want to come and contribute.

• February 5 – Official launch of the Hackathon challenge at the Municipality of Tirana by 
the Mayor/ Deputy Mayor of Tirana 

• February 6-7 – Working on the Hackathon challenge for 36 hrs



IDEAS HOW TO APPROACH THIS CHALLENGE

Teams can take a narrow or broad approach when solving this challenge. These are examples.’

i) Branding and promotion: How to reach digital nomads? What key messages, campaigns, channels or 
content and events could be tested?

ii) Matchmaking: How to connect local opportunities with international talent? What kind of communities, 
collaborative spaces, online market places, events or services are needed?

iii) Living in Tirana: What daily services and infrastructure digital nomads require and expect Teams can 
focus on issues such as accommodation, digital economy, banking and payments, telecommunications, 
family services, daycare and schools, safety or health and wellbeing.  



PRELIMINARY AGENDA

BEFORE HACKATHON

Prepare in advance: Watch an orientation 
webinar and do some background research. 
Think how you would like to approach the 
issue and where you see opportunities.

February 5, 17.30 - 19.30: at the 
Municipality of Tirana

Challenge briefing by Mayor / Deputy Mayor 
and other MoT officials. Get-together; Food for 
thought; Ask questions; Meet your team and 
other participants. 

February 6, 09.00 - late evening: 
Venue: POLIS University campus

Love the problem, not the solution: Widen the 
perspective of the problem. Understand the 
issue from user / customer viewpoint. Find out 
what are the root causes of the problem. 
Scribble down alternative ideas.

Definition: Narrow down the parts of the 
problem into a definition. Go through different 
ideas. Choose the ones that most efficiently 
eliminate the causes of the problem. 

Prototyping: Start crafting the first prototypes 
of the solution.

February 7, 09.00 - 16.00: 
Venue: POLIS University campus

Prototyping continues + Pitching: Present the 
solution. Describe how it can be implemented 
into practice with customer / users. 
What happens, how and when?



BACKGROUND INFO

This challenge capitalises the mega-trend of freelance economy. 
Professionals can nowadays work remotely, stay connected 
globally, and work on several projects.  

These ”digital nomads” can work from anywhere they want. The 
Far East has currently destinations, such as Bali and Vietnam, 
which attract people particularly from Europe. They often prefer 
affordable and sunny locations with something exciting 
happening around. 

Tirana has all the right building blocks to become the European 
hotspot for digital nomads. Finding solutions to this challenge 
helps local business and entrepreneurs to connect globally, but 
will also boost the tourism season beyond the summer period.

TIPS FROM HACKATHON FACILITATORS

Freelance economy

What Hollywood Can Teach Us About the Future of Work / New 
York Times 

Future of Work - Giving Superpowers to Freelancers / Marco 
Torregrossa 

Googling ”digital nomads” will bring you a wealth of news and 
resources at your disposal. For example, https://nomadlist.com/

A lot is happening in Tirana right now

Teams should also take notice that on spring 2020, the city of 
Tirana is hosting the Western Balkans Digital Summit. Several 
new startup accelerators and entrepreneurship programs have 
been launched with e.g. EU for Innovation and other international 
assistance. How could these be utilised? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/magazine/what-hollywood-can-teach-us-about-the-future-of-work.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/magazine/what-hollywood-can-teach-us-about-the-future-of-work.html
https://www.slideshare.net/speed101/future-of-work-giving-superpowers-to-freelancers
https://www.slideshare.net/speed101/future-of-work-giving-superpowers-to-freelancers
https://nomadlist.com/


HOW TO JOIN &  
OTHER PRACTICALITIES



UNIVERSITIES ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE 
HACKATHON WITH TEAMS OF FIVE PEOPLE - APPLY 
BY JANUARY 20, 2020
Ideally:
• 3 entrepreneurially-minded students from different disciplines*
• 1 faculty member: teacher / researcher
• 1 innovation champion/ expert, who develops entrepreneurship or business-cooperation for the university

Students should have interest and ability in implementing solutions after the hackathon.

Some international experience in the team is an asset.

Teams are expected to participate the entire duration of the hackathon.

We encourage all interested parties to apply as soon as possible, but latest by January 20, 2020:
Apply here >>

* Note that two universities can form cross-organisational team, if they so wish to build a multidisciplinary 
approach.

APPLY HERE >>

https://forms.gle/n13URbPzcDSSNNDL8
https://forms.gle/n13URbPzcDSSNNDL8


Is this a competition? 

Not in the typical sense. While a jury reviews solutions at the end of 
the hackathon and winner(s) will be announced, this does not limit 
what participants can do with their results. Also the the challenge-
owner or partners might decide to want continue the development 
with several teams. Bootcamp in spring 2020 also offers 
opportunities for everyone.

What happens at the hackathon?

It’s an intensive event for everyone involved. To sum it up, you 
could call that hackathon is a catalyst for new cooperation and 
activity. It’s a proving ground, where you can aim high and take 
risks in a safe environment. We provide curious and entrepreneurial 
people a shared time and place to work on the same topic and be 
inspired.
 
It’s important to understand that hackathons are not a typical 
lectures or training, where you just sit back and listen. At 
hackathons, everyone creates the content and is a learner / 
teacher. It’s important that you spend time testing and iterating your 
ideas, as well as reflecting what you have learned - together as a 
team!

Q&A
What does implementation after the hackathon mean? 

We hope that teams find ways to turn their ideas into testable 
solutions. Whatever they are depends on the team itself, but ideally 
we hope that something tangible, actionable and novel comes out 
as a result. When building your team, we hope that at least some 
team members are interested in taking the ideas further.

How about intellectual property rights (IPR)?

All participant teams retain IPR to their solution. If the team decides 
to continue development and implement their solution, challenge-
owner and team will review co-creation and cooperation 
possibilities. If the team decides not to continue development,  with 
the consent of the team, the challenge-owner will be granted 
access and the rights for further development independently or with 
another partner.

What kind of support is available?

Teams receive coaching from hackathon organizers, for example 
the Crazy Town experts. After hackathon, EU for Innovation will help 
to connect teams with additional resources and opportunities.



DR. MARKO SEPPÄ

marko.seppa@globalenabler.com

+358 40 063 8780

MIKKO KORPELA

mikko.korpela@crazytown.fi

+358 400 499 242

TONI PIENONEN

toni.pienonen@crazytown.fi
a

+358 400 737 238

mailto:marko.seppa@globalenabler.com
mailto:mikko.korpela@crazytown.fi
mailto:toni.pienonen@crazytown.fi


Contact 

Email: euforinnovation@giz.de 
Website: www.euforinnovation.al 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/eu4innovation 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/eu4innovation 

‘EU for Innovation’ Project  

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 
 Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH 
Rr. "Ibrahim Rugova”, Sky Tower Fl. 7/App.72 
Tirana, Albania 

Swedish Embassy, Tirana and SIDA 
Rruga Pjetër Budi no 74/1, Tirana, Albania 

This presentation was produced with the financial support of the European Union. Its content are the sole responsibility of GIZ & Swedish Embassy Tirana and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the European Union. 
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